
KJ-1363 
B.Sc. (Part - III) 

Supplementary/ Special 
Examination, March 2021 

CHEMISTRY 

Paper III 

Physical Chemistry 

Time Three Hours] [Maximum Marks: 34 

Note Answer all questions. The figures in the right 
hand margin indicate marks. 

T/Unit-I 
1. (a) a T ad fqH aH T 

4 

Calculate the energy and wave function 

of an electron moving in one dimensional 
box of width a. 

JDB_142_*_(7) (Turn Over) 



(3) 
(2) 

2 
Differentiate between electromagnetic 
waves and matter waves. Represent Schrodinger wave equation in 

terms of Laplacian and Hamiltonian 

T/Unit-I1 
operators. 

2. (a) VBT H T4 H, y 5 

Explain the formation of H2 molecule by 
VBT theory. 

1 

Calculate the change in energy radiated 

by black body when its temperature is (b) SP HT 47 4 HTfa% 

doubled. 
Calculate the coefficients of combining 

HYT/OR atomic orbitals in the formation of SP 

hybridized orbitals. 

(a) fug faf fay ri7- 
37erT/ OR 

3 (a) 3HTaT 3HTTua% 55 (BMO) 

fayita t tfua TH (ABMO) 

Explain Stephen-Boltzmann's law and 

Wien's displacement law for black body 
Differentiate between bonding molecular 

orbital (BMO) and antibonding molecular

orbital (ABMO). 

radiation. 

qifae faf af4Eta (b)7z4 

(b)h 51 3ATTUa 5H7 HGIT 37T 

Explain different postulates of quantum 
(Turn Over) 

mechanics. 
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(4) 
(5) 

Explain the formation of ethene by 
Huckel's Molecular Orbital Theory. Calculate the force constant. If the 

fundamental vibrational frequency of HBr 
molecule is 2650 cm 

F1/ Unit-III 
(c) ferg 7 qu64 T feuyut fafeyi 2 

3. (a) quf4 HHRf6 farATYA 
Write note on pure vibrational spectra. 

6/ Unit-IV Discuss the applications of isotopic 

substitution of rotational spectra. 4. (a)aT ATTE T1 fa 4 

3 
2 

Explain phosphorescence and fluorescence 

with the help of Jablonski diagram. Draw the vibrational energy diagram 
an harmonic oscillator. 

2 
2 

Explain photosensitization with an Explain any two applications of Raman 

spectra. example. 

HYqT/OR 2 

(a) fareHa iAT 3TYTT 41 T4Ta Explain non-radiative transition. 

747/OR 

Give the classical mechanical explanation 
of Raman effect. (a) yh1 KTHTYTA5 3HTa 34fYfreT3 

2 

Differentiate between photochemical and 

2650 cm , a Ta t TuHT 
thermal reactions. 
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(6) 
(7) 

(a) 4-HTHTE TutaT f 

fa 
3 

3 
Describe three applications of electronic 

spectra. Derive Clausius-Mossotti equation. 

(c) hT 
2 fitag 

Explain Photosensitizer with example. What is Nernst heat theorem ? Write its 

limitations. 

T/Unit-V (c) gf rT ? FHETE 

(a) fea 3Ti 4À3TfUaa What is magnetic susceptibility? Explain. 
5. 

Describe elucidation of molecular 

structure using dipole moment values. 

(b)34Tfaei aty f+a 31 
2 

Explain the application of Third law of 

Thermodynamics. 

(c) Fe3 3T4 a ATHU uT 

Calculate the magnetic moment of Fe3* 

1on. 

37TaT/OR 

500 
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